Welcome
**welcome package updated for 2017 season,
please contact us for 2016 pricing. “

We are a Vancouver based film production company
that provides an unique approach to engagement
sessions and wedding film. We strive to create the
most memorable films that capture the special
moments of your love stories.

It is our passion to tell the world about your most
cherished memories.

SERVICES
Highlight Film & Feature Film
Depends on the hours booked, we will be providing a
highlight film( 3~5 minutes) or or Feature Film (6 ~ 8 minutes).
Those films are highly polished and we'll arrange the
moments with our story telling style.

Ceremony & Speeches Essentials
It is an edit that covers the full length of the ceremony and
the reception speeches. During the ceremony, we have two
camera angles each pointing to the groom and bride. In
addition to the two angles, we also have a third camera that
captures the reactions of the parents' and the guests. This
edit also covers the full length of the speeches during the
reception with the 2nd angle that covers the reaction of the
listeners.

Documentary Edit
This is an add on to the "essentials" where we will include all
the footages of the wedding day.

Same Day Edit
We understand that some wedding guests can not make it
to the ceremony or participate the whole wedding process.
"Same Day Edit" is a highlight (3~5 mins) that includes the
morning preparation, first look, letter exchange, ceremony &
photo shoot session.

Wedding page & Instagram Wall
We want to create a place where the couples can easily
come back to view all the memories again. It is why we're
providing this customized page that can include pre-wedding photos & videos, Instagram greetings with a selected
hash tag, feature film, and much more. You can view the
examples here.

PRICE GUIDE

Basic Package

6 Hours

$2000

6 Hours of Coverage
2 Cinematographers
3~5 Mintues Highlight Film in HD

8 Hours

$2600

8 Hours of Coverage
2 Cinematographers
6~8 Mintues Highlight Film in HD

12 Hours

$3200

12 Hours of Coverage
2 Cinematographers
6~8 Mintues Highlight Film in HD

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Additional Hours (up to 14 hrs)

+ $150

Wedding Website // Instagram Wall

+ $400

Ceremony & Speeches Essential

+ $500

Documentary Long Edit

+ $400

Same Day Edit

+ $600

Drone

+ $400

Thank you for considering

